Title word cross-reference


2020 [Ano20k, Ano20j]. 2021 [Ano21k, Ano21j, Ano21l, Ano21n, Ano21g].
2022 [Ano22j, Ano22h, Ano22k, Ano22i, Ano22g, Ano22l]. 2023 [Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23d].


Contractions [WG20, ZYG22, Jec22]. contrasts [Ros20]. control [Cla21, HB21, XLZ20, YYYW21]. controlling [NSC21]. controls [GS20].


covariance [BM21, CSP21, LY22, SBP22, Su22, WL20, YZZ22, YCL21, YK23, ZHB20].

covariates [BS21c, ZYL22]. covariates [AG20, AHY21, GMFY20, LPL21, Ros20, XDL20, YW20].


cross [GM21]. cross-balanced [GM21]. crossing [LG21].

cross-over [AHB21]. cumulative [AKE22]. curable [WZC+21].

cure [WZC+21]. curve [WM20].

Darling [Zha21]. data [AM23, CSL20, CG22, CWY20, CF20, DCDS21, DSK21, GC20, GD20, HC23, HH21, Kak20, KU22, KR2X1, LY20, LG21, LPK+21, LYG21, LYL21, EFR20, QW23, Sa22, SS20, SSC20, SA20, SLX20, Tan22, TS22, WZL20, WWZZ20, XMO21, ZZGZ21].

December [Ano20i, Ano21k, Ano22j]. decomposition [DLZ23]. deconvolution [Dus21].


Designs [TLT22].

BFVT22, ABH21, BFR21, CT22b, DMM22, DS20b, DSH21, DLZ23, FHS20, GZ20, GHR20, Hai22, HLY20, HY20, H21, HHL20, KKS22, KLY+23, KLCZ23, KH20, Lan23, LZ20a, LTT22, LC20, LMMJ21, NZ22, PW21, Ros20, Sab21, SBP22, SS20, SKS21, SZ23, Tan22, TH22, WYL21, WY22, WCL22, WM22, XS21, YYYW21, YZZ22, ZL20, ZZ20, ZYL20, ZXS23].

Detecting [LTZF22]. detection [CF20, LG21, ZH23]. deteriorating [SMB20].

deviations [Fro22, Pro20]. diagnostic [KZ21]. difference [SS21, XC20].

Differential [BP21, Cla21, MB20]. diffusion [AG21, KU22, MU21].

dimension [Don21, SD21]. dimensional [CSP21, CG22, DJPZ22, GC21, HCX23, JHH21, Kim20, LZZ22, WM20].
WL20, XLZ20, XZ21, YH23, ZHB20, ZZGZ21. dimensions [BM21, Su22].
direct [YCL21]. directed [BFVT22]. Directional [WZL20, BG22b].
Dirichlet [LB22]. discovery [NSC21]. Discrete
[DS20a, BM20, Cla21, KU21]. discrete-valued [BM20].
[TPZ22], disease [YYYW21]. disorder [Buo20]. dispersion [HH21, TLT22].
dispersive [Sal21]. distance [GK22, YZL20]. distribution [DGCL21,
DGCL22, EMM21, GC20, JX22, KZA23, Oui21, Sa21, TML21, YH23].
distributional [AHZ20, Yan20]. distributions
[BS21b, GAC23, Khm21, LMW21, LAO22, LB22, MB20, MSFT23].
discreteness [TPZ22]. disease [YYYW21].
disorder [Buo20].
dispersion [HH21, TLT22]. dispersive [Sal21]. distance [GK22, YZL20].
distribution [DGCL21, DGCL22, EMM21, GC20, JX22, KZA23, Oui21, Sa21, TML21, YH23].
distributional [AHZ20, Yan20]. distributions
[BS21b, GAC23, Khm21, LMW21, LAO22, LB22, MB20, MSFT23].
discreteness [TPZ22]. disease [YYYW21].
disorder [Buo20].
dispersion [HH21, TLT22]. dispersive [Sal21]. distance [GK22, YZL20].
distribution [DGCL21, DGCL22, EMM21, GC20, JX22, KZA23, Oui21, Sa21, TML21, YH23].
distributional [AHZ20, Yan20]. distributions
[BS21b, GAC23, Khm21, LMW21, LAO22, LB22, MB20, MSFT23].
discreteness [TPZ22]. disease [YYYW21].
disorder [Buo20].
extensions \[yCjL23\]. extremal \[KOV22\].

factor \[LZ22\]. factorial \[DHS21, HLYZ20, KH20, Sab21\]. factors \[BFR21, GZ20, JX22, SZ23, ZZ20\]. failed \[KKSA22\]. failure \[BKM21, EMM21, QW23\]. families \[MP23\]. family \[BP21, MRS21\]. fast \[OYF20\]. faster \[ZLHZ22\]. Fay \[AS22, IK21\]. Fay-Herriot \[AS22\]. FDR \[GS20, HB21\]. Feature \[WMZ20, GC21\]. Fields \[LZ20b\]. filling \[CT22b, WYL21\]. filtering \[Rez22\]. financial \[WZL+22\]. finite \[KWW20, GAC23, Pi20, ZWYX20\]. finite-range \[ZWYX20\]. first \[YWYL20\]. first-order \[YWYL20\]. Fisher \[JHH21, Ove22, ZZGZ21\]. fit \[Cav22, Kim20, PSS20, XC20\]. Fitting \[LY21, YW20\]. Fixed \[BL20, MSFT23\]. Flexible \[ZWL22, Tsa22\]. fMRI \[LMMJ21, SKS21\]. forms \[YK23\]. formula \[TS22\]. fractal \[BKP20\]. fractional \[HLYZ20, KH20, NMP21, Nar21, Sab21, SST20\]. framework \[BL22, Sab21\]. free \[WM20, Yin20\]. freedom \[MP21\]. frequencies \[FHM22\]. frequency \[KU22, MR21\]. Frequentist \[ZZWZ22, PdOA22\].

fully \[KLR23\]. function \[EMM21, GC20, KCH21, KLR23, LLBR22, WST21, XLZ20\]. functional \[AG20, BNF+23, CF20, FTHL21, GZ23, HDDL20, HXZ22, KRX21, LG21, LLZL21, LH22, PSS20, RX20, SDSZ21, SW22, TS22, WZL20, XDZL20, XLZL2, ZLHZ22\]. functional/longitudinal \[LYH22\]. functions \[AKE22, BKM21, Sae21, Su22, WWZZ20\]. FWER \[GS20\].


having \[MB20\]. hazard \[Tan22\]. hazards \[SLX20, WZC+21\]. heavy \[SML22, ZM22\]. heavy-tailed \[SML22, ZM22\]. Herriot \[AS22, IK21\]. heterogeneous \[yCjL23, LZ20\]. heteroscedastic \[ASN22, Ros20\]. heteroskedasticity \[ST21\]. hidden \[Sab21\]. hierarchical \[WAL23\]. High \[HCX23, Kim20, YH23, BM21, CSP21, CG22, DJPZ22, GC21, JHH21, KU22, LZ22, WY22, WL20, XLZ20, X21, ZHB20, ZZG21\]. High-dimensional


objects [ASN22]. observation [HK22]. observations
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**quadratic** [LZ20a, WWZZ20, ZLY22]. *Quantile* [WWZZ20, ZFZZ20, LPC22, LLZL21, MMD20, SDSZ21, TW20, XC20]. *quantiles* [BM22]. *quantum* [CKSW21]. *Quasi* [GL20, ZH23, NZ22, ZYG22]. *Quasi-Bayesian* [ZH23, ZYG22]. *Quasi-likelihood* [GL20]. *quasi-random* [NZ22].

Ridge [BS21c, OYF20], risk [WZC++21], risks [AKE22], Robust [LYZ20, LFW22, RSV20, WST21, XS21, LP21, ZHLT20], root [ZM22], row [KVH++23], row-column [KVH++23], rule [CMMD21], run [Tsa22].

sample [BM21, BKM21, GZZ20, GAC23, JHH21, KWW20, LYZ21, LFW21, MS23, SM23, Tan22, XLZL22, ZHB20, ZZGZ21], sampled [FHM22], samples [KOV22, Sae21], sampling [DS20b, MM20, ZDW++21], Sanov [MP23], Saturated [WM22, CT22a, DHS21], Saunders [DGCL21, Kak20, scale [BFMS21, KV21, LPK++21, MS23], scan [ACCY21], scatter [BFMS21], score [yCjL23, WXT++21, ZY22], score-based [WXT++21], scores [XZ21], scoring [CMMD21], screening [HCX23, PL20, WMZ20], seasonal [BNF++23, MR21], second [Pil20, Zha21], second-order [Zha21], selection [CSL20, CQY22, CWY20, CM20, GAC23, GC21, LAYI22, LFR20, LTW21, OYF20, SW22, Wy20, ZY22, ZFZ20], self [MU21], self-normalized [MU21], Semi [LFLL21, BS21a, UB22], semi-Latin [BS21a, UB22], Semi-parametric [LFLL21], semimartingales [Mi21], Semiparametric [LNH++23, MS23, SMP20, SLX20, WZC++21, WXT++21, HANB20, SA20], sensitive [LTW21], separable [LY21], September [Ano20g, Ano21g, Ano22l], sequence [Khm21, MS21a, WST21, WF20], Sequential [GZZ20, PW21, GC21, HB21, KS22, LFR20, LC20, Lio22, NRP20, ZC20], sets [ZZ20], setting [CG22], settings [CSP21], sharp [Lop20], shrinkage [BS22, WG20, ZGY22], sieve [SLX20], sign [MLM21], signal [BS22], signals [HB21], SiMaFlex [BB21], simple [CWS20], simplex [HH21], simulations [MM20], Simultaneous [KCH21, TS22, CSP21], single [FTHL21, PPTO20, ZFZ20], single-index [FTHL21, PPTO20, ZFZ20], size [GZZ20, LFLL21, LW22, UB22], sizes [BM21, Tsa22], Skew [HXZZ20, JX22], Skew-normal [HXZZ20, JX22], skewed [SZ21], skewness [JX22], slab [LAYI22], Sliced [WCL22], SLOPE [DT22], Small [PL20, BM21, TJ20], Smooth [LY20], smoothing [BT22, GKO22, WVJ++20], smoothness [Ste22], sn [KLC23], sn-m [KLCZ23], solution [AHY21], some [DMK22, Oui21], sorted [DT22], sources [Sae22], space [CT22b, Rez22, WYL21], space-filling [CT22b, WYL21], spaced [EFR20], spaces [LLZL21, Sal21], spacings [SM23], Sparse [BFR21, CKSW21, DCS20, GK21, Jea20, LPK++21, XLZ20], spatial [LAYI22, EFR20, Su22, TJ20, WH20], SPDE [KU21], specific [BB21], spectral [Cav22, LLBR22, LYZ21, MMD20, WH20], spherical [Su22], spike [LAYI22], spike-and-slab [LAYI22], spiked [JHH21], spline [CM23, LZ20a, WXT++21, Yan20], splines [KV21, RX20, WVJ++20], split [HLYZZ20, SZ23, ZZ20], split-plot [HLYZZ20, SZ23, ZZ20], spurious [NKST21], squared [HK22, TJ20], squares [BS21a, BdFL20, CWS20], stable [FHM22, Pro20], Stacy [AM23], standardization [DC20], state
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zero [GC20, LPL21, SZ21]. zero-inflated [LPL21, SZ21].
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